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This paper studies the relationship between the apparent star height of a given 
regular expression and the structure of its reduced eterministic state graph. Sufficient 
conditions for the star height of a regular event R to equal the cycle rank of its reduced 
state graph GR are derived. The cycle rank of GR is also shown to constitute a lower 
bound to the star height of certain subsets of R. These results are then applied to fully 
characterize the star height of events consisting of ~ sets of paths in finite digraphs 
and two open problems posed by Eggan are answered. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a sequel to a previous paper [11] entitled "General Properties of 
Star Height of Regular Events" by Rina S. Cohen and J. A. Brzozowski. To avoid 
unnecessary duplication, the terminology, notation and introductory concepts are 
presented only in [11]. The reader should refer to Sections 1-3 of [11] before reading 
this paper. 
The paper is divided into six sections. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the notions of 
trails (i.e., state sequences) in a state graph and of simple regular expressions. In 
Section 4 cofinal sets of trails are defined and the Main Lemma, relating the apparent 
star height of a simple regular expression with certain properties of its corresponding 
set of trails in some state graph, is obtained. Regular events with the finite intersection 
property are introduced in Section 5, and it is shown that the star height of any 
event R with this property equals the cycle rank of its corresponding reduced state 
graph Ga.  This result is a generalization over a theorem of McNaughton [4]. Certain 
* Part of this work was done while the author was at the University of Ottawa in the Depart- 
ment of Mathematics. 
This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada under grant 
No. A-5255. 
A portion of the results in this paper was presented at the Eighth Annual Symposium on 
Switching and Automata Theory, Austin, Texas, 1967. 
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subsets of the given event R are also shown to be of star height no less than the cycle 
rank of GR. 
Section 6 deals with the class of events defined by digraphs, considered by Eggan 
in [1]. Each member in this class consists of all directed paths connecting two sets 
of nodes in some digraph D. It is shown that the star height of each such event R 
equals the rank of the smallest subgraph of D containing all paths of R. This settles 
some open problems raised in [1]. 
2. TRAILS IN A STATE GRAPH 
Throughout his section and the next two sections let ~r ----- (Q, M, ql, F) be a 
fixed incomplete automaton, whose set of states is Q = {ql .... , qn}, and assume that 
A~(qi) 1% ~ for all i = 1,..., n (i.e., d has no "dead state"). Let G ----- G~ denote 
the state graph of ~r 
DEFINITION 2.1. A trail (state sequence) in G is any sequence of states, 
t=(qq ,q i~, . . . ,q i , ) ,  where qia~Q, m~ 1 and for each 1 ~<j~<m--1 ,  there 
exists in G a directed branch from qt~ to q~j+l "Node qi 1 is called the initial node of t and 
qi,, is the terminal node. A subtrail of t is any trail t' -= (qik, qik+ ~ ..... q i )  where 
l~k~l~m.  
Given two trails, t 1 = (qq , qq .... , qik) and t,, = (qi~ , qi~+~ ,..., qi),  where 1 ~ k ~< l, 
define their concatenation: 
tl " t2 ~ ~-  (q i l  , q i i  , ' " ,  qik ' qik+~ ..... qi,)" 
Let t be a trail of the form: (qq,  qq ,..., qh)" Then t is called a loop in G. Define: 
t o = (qil), t 1 = t ,  and inductively, tk ----- t 9 t k-1 for all k = 1, 2 ..... A trail of unit 
length (qi) is called a trivial trail or a trivial loop. 
Denote the set of all trails in G by T(G). 
Let T, T '  C T(G) such that all trails of T have a common terminal node, which 
also coincides with the common initial node of all trails of T'. Define the concatenation 
(or product) 
T .  T '={t . t ' l t~T , t '  ~T '  }. 
Let L C_ T(G) be a set of loops in G from state qi to itself. Define L ~ = {(qi)} and by 
induction: L k ----L .L  k-1. The star operation is defined by L* = ~~ 0Lk. 
Denote the set of all trails in T(G) with initial node qi by Ti(G ). 
1 At(q) = (w e A* I ~ ~ M(q, w) ~F} is the accepted event of state q in d (see [11]). 
2 The dot will sometimes be omitted. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. For each i, 1 <~ i <~ n, define the event 
Wi(G) = {w ~ A* I #M(q i  , w) = 1}. 
Thus Wi(G) is the set of all input words w applicable to the automaton when 
started at state qi 9 
The following properties of Wi(G ) can easily be verified: for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
1. W,(G) is regular and A e W,(G). 
2. If w = xy ~ Wi(G) and M(qi , x) = qj , then y ~ W~(G). 
3. I f  w ~ Wi(G) then all prefixes of w also belong to Wi(G ). 
4. I f  G is a deterministic state graph, then Wi(G ) = A*. 
5. Let R be the event recognized by G. Then R C_ WI(G ). 
DEFINITION 2.3. For every i, 1 ~< i ~< n, define a mapping ~'i : Wi(G) --~ Ti(G) 
as follows: ~'i(h)= (q~) and for every non-h word w = axa e ""ak~W~(G),  
r~(w) = (qi, q~-, qj, ,..., q~.), where q# = M(q~, a x "." a,) for all 1 ~< r ~< k. Thus 
9 , maps each word w of W,(G) onto the trail of states the automaton passes through 
when started at state q, and scanning w. 
Extend the mapping Ti to any event V C Wi(G): 
T,(V) = {ri(w)] w ~ V)C  T~(G). 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the above definitions. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all i =- 1, 2,..., n, 
(a) The mapping r i : Wi(G)--+ Ti(G) is onto. 
(b) Let R C_ W,(G) and R -- R 1 t3 R e . Then "r~(R) = r~(R1) ~3 ri(Re). 
(c) Let R C_ Wi(G) and R = R1R e such that M(qi ,  R1) = {qj) for some q~ ~ Q. 
Then ~-i(R) = ~-i(R1) 9 ~-~.(R2). 
3. SIMPLE REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. The string form E~ of a regular expression E is defined inductively 
as follows: 
(1) If ha(E) = 0, then E s = w 1 ~3 w e u ... u w~ where wj are words, j = 1,..., p, 
p~0.  
(2) I f  ha(E)=k>O,  then E~=F 1UF  ew. . -UF~,p>0 where eachF  i is a 
string of the form: 
WlHl*w~H2* ".. wzHt*wl+l , l > O, 
where w~ are words, H~. are in string form and h~(H~) ~ k -- 1, j = 1 ..... l. 
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Thus Es is the union of a finite number of strings of words and star expressions, 
the latter having roots which are again finite unions of strings of words and star 
expressions, and so on. In other words, E and all roots of star expressions appearing 
in E are represented as a finite union of strings of words and star expressions. The 
strings F , ,  i = 1,..., p, in (2) will be called first-level strings of E. 
Thus a regular expression is in string form if and only if there is no concatenation 
directly over union, i.e., it has no well formed parts of the forms c~(/3 u y u ".) and 
(/~ U 7 u ...)~. Clearly, because of the distributivity of concatenation over union, 
every regular expression E may be transformed into its string form E, .  
ExaM~ 3,1. Let E ---- (1"(1 u 0) u 2)*(2"1 u (0 u 2)*(22 w 2)1) u 00. Then 
E8 = (I*1 u 1"0 u 2) '2" I  u (I*1 u 1"0 u 2)*(0 u 2)'221 
u (1"1 u 1"0 u 2)*(0 u 2)'21 u 00, 
Clearly the transformation f E into E s does not involve any change in the apparent 
star height. Thus we have: 
L~M~ 3.1. For any regular expression E 
(a) Ig ,  I = [E l  
(b) h,(es) = h~(e). 
Therefore, as far as the apparent star height is concerned, we can assume without 
loss of generality that all regular expressions dealt with are in string form. In the 
sequel, let E always denote a regular expression in string form, unless otherwise 
specified. 
Let E be a regular expression and H* a star expression appearing in E. H* may 
occur in E more than once. In the following, we make a distinction among all 
appearances of H* in E, and refer to H* as ap-star (position-star) in E when a certain 
appearance of it is considered. Thus the number of p-stars in E is the number of 
symbols * appearing in it, whereas the number of distinct star expressions in E may 
be smaller. For example, if E = (1"1 u 1"0 u 2)*, the p-stars in E are 1", 1" and E 
itself. 
We shall call the p-stars H** appearing as factors in the first-level strings of E 
p-stars of level 1 in E. Inductively, ap-star in E is of level k iff it occurs as a factor 
in one of the strings forming the root of a p-star of level k -- 1 in E. Thus in 
Example 3.1 all appearances of (1"1 u 1"0 u2)* ,  (0 u 2)* and 2* are of level 1 
whereas l* appears always in level 2. 
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DEFINITION 3.2- The reverse, or transpose, of a regular expression E is denoted 
by E r and is defined recursively as follows: 
a~----a for a~A,  ~T= ~,  and hr----A 
(E 1 t.) E2) r = E1 r U E2 r, 
(BIBLE = E,~E1 ~, 
(E*) r = (ET) *. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let E be a regular expression and H* a p-star of level k in E. 
Define the predecessor fH* in E, rrE(H*), by induction on k: 
(1) k = ]. Then H*= Hi* appears as a factor in a string of level l 
wlHa*w z "" w~H~* "'" wt+l of E. Define: 
(2) k > l and assume the predecessor is defined for all p-stars of level less than k. 
H* appears in E within the scope of a p-star of lower level, say K*. Define: 
rre(H* ) = rrE(K* ) " rrK(H* ). 
Define the successor f H* in E, aE(H*), by: aE(H*) = [TrEr((H*)r)]r. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be the event recognized by state graph G and let E be a regular 
expression denoting a nonempty subset of R. Then for every p-star H* in E: 
(a) Both events I ~e(n*)l and I ~E(H*)I are infinite. 
(b) I ~rE(H*) " ~'E(H*)I C R. 
(c) r ~e(H*)t C ('l,~il(,e(H.)) Ao(q). 
Proof. (a) Obviously rrE(H* ) is not empty and by definition rrE(H* ) = rre(H* ) 9 H*, 
thus 17rE(H*)[ is infinite, The same proof applies to I aE(H*)I. 
(b) Follows directly from the definitions. 
(c) By (b), Ma(~rE(H* ) . ~E(H*)) is contained in the set F of final states of G. 
We have: 
M~(,,E(H* ) .DE(H*)) = M(MI(rrE(H*), ae(H*)) _CF, 
The last equat{or~ shows that for every state q in fWl(~r~(H*)), i ae(H*)i is contained 
in the corresponding accepted event At(q) and hence the result follows. 
DEFINITION' 3.4. Let G be a state graph and let E be a regular expression. A p-star 
H* of E is called simple with respect o G iff MI(~re(H*)) is a singleton subset of Q. 
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E is a simple regular expression with respect to G iff I E l  _C WI(G ) and every p-star 
of E is simple w.r.t .G. 
Thus if E is simple w.r.t. G, then every position [12] in E corresponds to a single 
state of G. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let G be the state graph in Fig. 1 and let 
E = (0*2 u Ol)*O w (0 u 2)*02. 
2 0 
FIG. 1. The state graph G. 
We have ~rE((0*2 w 01)*) = (0*2 u 01)*; *rE((0 u 2)*) ---- (0 w 2)* and ~'E(0*) = 
(0*2 t.) 01)*0". By inspection, 3//1((0"2 u 01)*) = {A}, Ma((0 U 2)*) = (A, B} and 
M1((0"2 U 01)*0" )= {A, B}. Thus (0*2 u 01)* is a simple star w.r.t. G, while 
(0 U 2)* and 0* are not. Hence E is not a simple regular expression w.r.t.G. However, 
one can easily show that E' ---= (00*2 t.) 01)*, for instance, is a simple regular expression 
w.r.t.G. 
The following lemma can be easily verified: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let E be a regular expression and let H* be a p-star in E simple w.r.t. 
the state graph G, such that MI(,rE(H*)) = {qr}, qr E Q, and rrE(H* ) C_ WI(G). Then: 
(a) %(H*) is a set of loops from q~ to itself. 
(b) .r(H*) = (.~(H))*. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let E be a regular expression simple w.r.t. G and let H* be a p-star 
of E such that MI(~rE( H*) ) -~- {qr}, qr ~ Q" Then His a simple regular expression w.r.t. Gr , 
where G~ is the state graph derived from G by changing the initial state from ql to q~. 
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Proof. Let Hi* be any p-star in H. By definition: rrE(H* ) 9 7rH(HI* ) = 1rE(Hi* ). 
Applying the function M x we get: 
MI(~rE(HI*)) = MI(~r~(H* ) "rrH(H~*)) 
= M(M~(TrE(H*)) , 7ru(Hl*)) = M(q r , rrn(Hl*)). 
Since E is a simple regular expression w.r.t. G, MI(TrE(HI*)) is a singleton. Hence 
so is M(qr,  ~'H(HI*)), which shows that Ha* is a simple p-star in H w.r.t. Gr. It 
follows that H is a simple regular expression w.r.t. Gr. 
4. COFINAL SETS OF TRAILS AND STAR HEIGHT OF SIMPLE REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 
DEFINITICN 4.1. Let G be a state graph and G' a s.c. subgraph of G. For every 
positive integer m define in G an m-trail w.r.t. G' and a trail of exponent m w.r.t. G' 
by induction on the rank of G': 
(a) Let r(G') • 1. Then a trail in G is an m-trail w.r.t. G' iff it contains a subtrail 
which is a nontrivial oop in G'. 3 A trail t ~ T(G) is of exponent m w.r.t. G' iff 
t = tit 2 ." tm, where each tj ( j  = 1, 2,..., m) is an m-trail w.r.t. G'. 
(b) Let r(G') = k > 1. Then t' e T(G) is an m-trail w.r.t. G' iff for every state q 
in G' there exists a subtrail (q, qi 1 ,..., qiz , q) of t' such that (qil , qq ,..., qi) is a trail 
in G' -- [{q}] and is of exponent m w.r.t, some s.c. subgraph of G' -- [{q}] of rank 
k - -  1. A trail t ~ T(G) is of exponent m w.r.t. G' iff t = tit 2 ... tm where each t~ 
( j  = 1, 2,..., m) is an m-trail w.r.t. G'. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let G be the graph in Fig. 1. Obviously G has rank 2. Let m = 3 
and consider the subgraph G 1 = G - -  [{B}]. Clearly r(G1) = 1 and two of the loops 
in it are (_d, A) and (_//, C, _/1). Thus every trail containing one of these as subtrail 
will be a 3-trail w.r.t. G 1 . In particular, (A, A) and (A, C, A) are themselves 3-trails 
w.r.t. G 1 . A trail of exponent 3 w.r.t. G 1 is any trail which is the product of 3 3-trails; 
for instance, (A, A, A, A) = (A, A)(A, A)(A, A) or (C, A, C, A, A, B, B, A, A) = 
(C, A, C, A)(A, A, B, B, A)(A, A). Now consider the s.c. subgraph G 2 = G - -  [{C}] 
which is clearly of rank 2. In order to construct a 3-trail t w.r.t. G 2 we first construct 
for every state q of G 2 a trail in G 2 - -  [{q}] which is of exponent 3 w.r.t, a s.c. subgraph 
of rank 1 of G 2 - -  [{q}]. Thus t 1 = (A, A, A, A) is of exponent 3 w.r.t. G 2 - -  [{B}] = 
G - -  [{B, C}], whereas t 2 =(B ,B ,B ,B)  is of exponent 3 w.r.t. G 2 - [{A}]  = 
G-  [{A, C}]. Now, by definition, t I must appear in t between two occurrences 
of B and t 2 must appear in t between two occurrences of A. Thus, for instance, 
a The definition of an m-trail in the case of r(G') = 1 does not depend on m. The name m-trail 
is introduced here merely for the sake of uniformity of notation. 
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t = (A, B, B, B, B, A, A, A, A, B) is a 3-trail w.r.t. G 2 (in fact, this is the shortest 
possible one). Another such trail is t' ----- (A, B, B, B, B, A, C, B, A, A, A, A, B, A). 
A trail of exponent 3 w.r.t. G~ is a multiple of 3 3-trails w.r.t. G 2 ; for instance, (t') s is 
one such trail, or [t 9 (B, A)] 3 is another one. 
The next lemma follows directly from the above definition. Assume all m-trails 
as well as all trails of exponent m are w.r.t, some fixed s.c. subgraph of G. 
LEiVlMA 4.1. (a) l f  t is an m-trail, then t is also an n-trail for all n ~ m. 
(b) I f  t is of exponent m, then t is also of exponent n for all n <~ m. 
(c) I f  t' is a subtrail of t and t' is an m-trail, then t is also an m-trail. 
(d) I f  t' is a subtrail of t and t' is a trail of exponent m, then also t is of exponent m. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every s.c. subgraph G' of the state graph G, and for every positive 
integer m, there exists in G a trail of exponent m w.r.t. G'. 
Proof. Let r(G') = 1. Then G' has at least one nontrivial loop and a trail of 
exponent m w.r.t. G' can be easily constructed. Assume the lemma is true for 
r(G') < k. Let r(G') = k. Then for every state q of G', G' --  [{q}] has rank at least 
k --  1, and by assumption there can be constructed in it a trail t of exponent m w.r.t. 
some s.c. subgraph of rank k --  1. Since G' is s.c., one can find a trail t l ,  from f 
to the initial node of t, and a trail t 2 from the terminal node of t back to q, and form 
their product: t1 9 t 9 t 2 . By constructing such trails for all nodes q in G' and then 
concatenating them all one after the other (by adding subtrails connecting the terminal 
node of the one to the initial node of the next one), an m-trail w.r.t. G' is obtained. 
Hence a trail of exponent m w.r.t. G' can be constructed. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A set of trails T' C_ T(G) is called cofinal w.r.t. G' iff T' contains 
traits of exponent m w.r.t. G' for all integers m. A cofinal set of trails in G w.r.t, a 
s.c. subgraph of rank k will be called a set of trails of rank k in G. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  G = ~o(R) is the reduced incomplete state graph recognizing R 
([11], Section 2), then rl(R ) is cofinal w.r.t, every s.c. subgraph G' of G. 
Proof. Let G' be any s.c. subgraph of G. By Lemma 4.2 there exists for every 
integer m a trail t of exponent m w.r.t. G'. Let the initial node of t be qi and the 
terminal node q~. Then by Lemma 2.1(a) there exists a word w cA*  such that 
"ri(w ) = t. Now let w x be a word such that MI(Wl) = qi and w 2 a word such that M~.(w2) 
is a final state. Then W 1 " W"  U3 2 E R and since rl(Wl 9 w '  w2) : rl(wx) 9 ri(w ) 9 rj(w2) 
by Lemma 2.1(c), t is a subtrail of rl(w 1 9 w 9 w,) and therefore the latter is also a 
trail of exponent m w.r.t. G'. Hence ~-I(R) contains trails of exponent m w.r.t. G' 
for every integer m and is cofinal w.r.t. G'. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let E be a regular expression simple w.r.t. G such that TI(E ) is of rank 
k > 0 in G. Then there exists a p-star of level 1, H*, of E such that T~(H*) is of rank k 
in G, where r is defined by: {qr} = Ml(rre(H*))" 
F Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume E is given in string form. Thus E = 05=1 J 
~0 
and by Lemma 2.1(b), TI(E) = (3j=x Zl(Fj). By assumption ~(E) is cofinal w.r.t. 
some s.c. subgraph G' of G of rank k and from the definition of a cofinal set it follows 
that one of the sets rl(Fj) is also cofinal w.r.t. G'. NowFj  is a string of words and stars, 
i.e., for some l > 0,Fj = wxHl*w ~ "" w~Ht*w~+ 1 . By assumption E is simple w.r.t.G. 
Hence each of the sets: MI(W~HI* ." wi), MI(wlHI* "" wiHi*), i : I, 2,..., l, consists 
of a single state. Let these states be: MI(WlHI* "" wi) : MI(WlHI* "'" wiH{*) = {q&}. 
By Lemma 2.1(c) we get: 
TI(Fj) : TI(Wl) " rh(n l*  ) " "rh(w2) . . . . .  "rh_l(wt) "~'j,(H~*) "Th(Wz+I). 
Now ~-~(Fs) contains trails of exponent m w.r.t. G' for arbitrary m, i.e., it contains 
for any m a trail t which is the multiple of m m-trails w.r.t. G'. Let c be the total 
length of all words w i (i = 1, 2,..., l + 1). Then out of the m m-trails in t at least 
(m-  c) m-trails must be contained in the loops r~- (Hi*), i = 1, 2 ..... l. Thus for 
some h, 1 ~ h ~ l, rjn(Hh* ) contains at least [(m -- c)/l] ~ = m' m-trails w.r.t. G'. 
But since m grows arbitrarily, so does m', and recalling that an m-trail is also an m'-trail 
(Lemma 4.1) we conclude that rjh(Hh* ) contains trails of exponent m' w.r.t. G' for 
arbitrarily large m'. Hence "rjn(Hh* ) is a set of trails of rank k in G, where {q~h } = 
{qr} = Ml(Trr(Hh*)) and Hh* is the required p-star of level 1 of E. 
MAIN LEMMA. Let G = (Q, M, ql, F) be any state graph as before and let E be 
a regular expression simple w.r.t. G such that .q(E) has rank k > 0 in G. Then ha(E ) >/k. 
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on k. 
Let k = 1. Then there exists a s.c. subgraph G' of G with r(G') = 1 such that 
rl(E ) is cofinal w.r.t. G'. This implies that I E I  is infinite and hence ha(E) >/ 1. 
Now let k > 1 and assume the lemma holds for k -- 1. Let E be a regular expression 
simple w.r.t. G such that ~-I(E) is of rank k in G. By Lemma 4.4 there exists in E 
a p-star H* of level 1 such that ~-~(H*) is of rank k, where r is given by: {qr} = 
MI(Tre(H*)). Clearly rr(H* ) is a set of loops from q~ to itself and by Lemma 3.3, 
Tr(H*) = (T~(H))*. 
Consider the state graph G r obtained from G by changing the initial state from qt 
to q~. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that H is a simple regular expression w.r.t. G r . 
It will next be shown that T~(H) has rank k --  1 in Gr. 
So far we have seen that 0-~(H))* has rank k in G. This implies the existence of a 
s.c. subgraph G' of G which has rank k such that (~(H))* is cofinal w.r.t. G'. Thus 
4 [r] denotes the largest integer contained in the number . 
57x/4/3-7 
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for every integer m, (z~(H))* contains a trail t of the form: t = t t 9 t 2 . . . . .  tin, where 
each tj is an m-trail w.r.t. G'. It follows from the definition of an m-trail that for every 
t~, 1 ~< j ~< m, there exists a subtrail of the form: t' = (q~, q~x, q~2 '"" qs~, qr) such 
that (qjt, q~2 ' " "  qfi) is a trail in G' --  [{qr}] and is of exponent m w.r.t, some s.c. 
subgraph of rank h -- 1 of G' - -  [{q~}]. Now since T~(H*) is a set of loops from q, 
to itself, so is ~-~(H), and since qj~ @ q~ (i = 1,..., 1), the above subtraiI t' must be 
contained in a trail of r~(H). Thus z~(H) contains, for arbitrarily large m, a trail 
of exponent m w.r.t, some s.c. subgraph of rank k --  1 of G. But since the number 
of such subgraphs is finite, ~(H)  also contains, for infinitely many m, trails of exponent 
m w.r.t, one of these subgraphs. Hence ~-~(H) is a set of trails of rank k --  1 in G, 
and also in G~. Recalling that q~ is the initial state of G~ and that H is simple w.r.t. G~, 
we apply the induction hypothesis to H and deduce that h~(H) ~ k --  1. Hence 
h~(e) >/k. 
5. STAR HEIGHT OF EVENTS WITH THE FINITE INTERSECTION PROPERTY 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let R be a regular event. R has the finite intersection property 
(r.i.p.) iff the intersection of every pair of distinct left quotients of R over words is 
finite, i.e., for any pair of words x, y, either x \ R = y \ R or (x ~ R) ~ (y \ R) 
is finite. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a regular event with the r.i.p, and let G = Oo(R)-~ 
(Q, M, qt , F). Then every regular expression E denoting a subset of R is simple w.r.t. G. 
Proof. Let E be a regular expression denoting a subset of R and let H* be a 
p-star in E. Suppose MI(qrE(H*)) contains two distinct states q, q'. Then by Lemma 3.2, 
I ~(H*) I  is contained in A~(q) ~ dr and it follows that A~(q) n A~(q') is infinite. 
But since A,(q) ~ x ~ R, Ae(q') = y \ R for some x, y 6 A* such that x \ R @ y \ R 
[8], this contradicts the f.i.p, of R. Hence for every p-star H* of E, Mx(TrE(H*)) is a 
singleton and therefore E is a simple regular expression w.r . t .G.  
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a regular event with the f.i.p, and let G = Go(R ) -~ 
(Q, M, ql , F). Then every regular event R' C R such that ~I(R') has rank k in G is of 
star height at least k. In particular, the star height of R equals the rank of G. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 every regular expression denoting a subset R' of R is 
simple w.r . t .G.  Now, using the Main Lemma, we deduce that in case ~I(R') has 
rank k, every regular expression denoting R' must be of apparent star height at 
least k. Hence h(R') ~ k. 
Concerning R itself, Lemma 4.3 implies that rl(R) has rank equal to r(G) and 
therefore h(R) ~ r(G). But by Eggan's theorem [1] the star height of R cannot 
exceed the rank of any state graph recognizing R. Hence h(R) ~ r(G). 
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We now consider a special case of Theorem 5.1, which was also proved by R. 
McNaughton in [4], using a totally different technique (see Theorem 3.1 in [11]). 
LEMMA 5.2. Every event recognized by a reset-free 5 automaton with a single final 
state has the f.i.p. 
Proof. Let R be recognized by the reset-free automaton d : (Q, M, ql ,F), 
where F : {ql}- One can easily verify, that for any incomplete automaton d recog- 
nizing R, for every q~Q, At(q) : x \R  for some word x, and for every yeA* ,  
y \ R = At(q) for some q ~ Q, or y \ R : ~ [8]. We now show that for every pair 
of states q, q' ~ Q, At(q) n Ac(q' ) is finite (actually one can show that it is empty). 
To see this, suppose for some word w : aaa 2 "" am, w ~ Ac(q)n Ac(q' ). Then 
m(q, w) : m(q', w) : ql. But since d is reset-free, M(q, al) :/: m(q', al), 
M(q, a~a~) 4: M(q', a~a~) and by induction, M(q, w) :/: M(q', w), which is a contradic- 
tion. Hence R has the r.i.p. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a reset-free state graph with a single final state, recognizing 
an infinite event R. Then h(R) : r(G). 
Proof. By the proof of the previous lemma, distinct states of G correspond to 
distinct left quotients of R, and thus G is reduced. If  G has a state q with At(q) = ~,  
then clearly G --  [{q)] is identical with G0(R ). Moreover, since R is infinite, h(R) >~ 1 
and hence r(G -- [{q}] : r(~o(R)) ~ 1. But since q cannot be contained in a section 
[ 
2 4 
3 ~ 0 , 3  
Fig. 2. The state graph Go(R). 
5 d = (Q, M, ql, F) is reset-free ifffor every a ~ A, q, q" ~ Q, q ~= q' implies M(q, a) ~= M(q', a) 
or M(q, a) = M(q', a) = ~. 
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of rank >1 of G, r(G) = r(~o(R)). In case G has no such dead state q, G itself 
coincides with Go(R ). In both cases, since R has the r.i.p., by the last lemma, 
h(R) = r(~o(R)) = r(G). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G = (~o(R) be the state graph shown in Fig. 2. It can be 
easily verified that R has the f.i.p, and hence h(R) = r(G) ~- 3. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let R' = (111"02"0 W 00)*. The reduced state graph G' = ~o(R') 
is shown in Fig. 3. Clearly r(G') = 2 and hence h(R') ~ 2. However, Theorem 5.1 
0 0 I 




The state graph G = (~o(R). 
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cannot be applied directly to R' with respect o G' since R' does not have the f.i.p.; 
in fact, one can easily verify that (0 \R ' )n  (110\  R') = OR', which is infinite. 
Thus let us now focus our attention to the state graph G = ~0(R) in Fig. 4. Since 
G is reset-free with a single final state, R has the f.i.p, by Lemma 5.2 and thus 
h(R) = r(G) = 2. Moreover, one can see that R'C_ R, and furthermore, since R' 
contains all words (1~02'~0)'~ for m >/2, rla(R ') contains the set of trails 
{[(A, A)"(A,  B)(B, B)~(B, A)] ~ I m ~> 2} which is clearly of rank 2 in G. Hence by 
Theorem 5.1 h(R') >~ r(G) = 2 and therefore h(R') = 2. 
6. STAR HEIGHT OF SETS OF PATHS IN DIGRAPHS 
DEFINITION 6.1. A finite directed graph (or simply digraph) is an ordered pair 
D = (N, B), where N is a finite set of nodes and B, the set of branches of D, is a 
subset of N • N. An element (m, n) ~ N • N of B will be called a branch from m to n 
and will be denoted by bran. We call m the initial node and n the terminal node of 
the branch bran 9 A path p in a digraph D = (N, B) is any finite sequence bib 2 "" b k 
of branches bi ~ B, i = 1,..., h, k >~ O, such that the terminal node of bi is the initial 
node of bi+l , i = 1, 2,..., k -- 1. p is a path from m to n (m, n ~ N)  if m is the initial 
node of b 1 and n is the terminal node of bk 9 The nodes m and n are the initial and 
terminal nodes, respectively, of the path p. If k = 0 then the path is null. If a nonnull 
path p has the same initial and terminal node, then p is called a loop. 
Let p~ and P2 be two paths in D such that the terminal node of pl is the initial node 
of P2, i.e., Pl = bntn2bnzn  a "'" b.k%+l and P2 = b%+l~k+ ~ " ' "  bn~n~+ 1, where l />  k /> O. 
Then their concatenation is the path PiP2 = b,~,2b,,~n 3 "'" b%%+lb%+t~k+~"" b~+j  . 
The notions of subgraph, section, (cycle) rank, etc. are defined the same way as 
for state graphs (see Section 3 in [11]). 
A digraph D = (N, B) is called complete iff B = N • N. 
In [1] Eggan considers a class of events defined by digraphs in the following way: 
Let D = (N, B) be a digraph; then any path p = b~%b,~% "" b~k_t % in D can be 
considered as a word over the alphabet B, and for any m, n ~ N, the set of all paths 
from m to n constitutes an event over B. Clearly such an event is regular; in fact, 
every digraph can be regarded as an incomplete state graph (without initial and 
final states specified), where for every branch (m, n)~ B, there exists a transition 
from m to n labelled by b .... . Obviously no two transitions are labelled by the same 
letter; hence such a state graph is always reset-free. 
The following two questions were raised by Eggan in [1]: 
(1) Is the set of paths from a node to itself in a complete digraph on k nodes of 
star height h ? 
(2) For a digraph of rank k, do there necessarily exist nodes m and n such that 
the set of paths from m to n is an event of star height k ? 
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A positive answer to both questions is provided by the next corollary, which is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let D = (N, B) be a digraph of rank k. Then: 
(a) For any n 9 N contained in a section of D of rank k, the set of all paths from n 
to itself is of star height k. 
(b) For any m, n 9 N such that there exists a path from m to n passing through a 
section of D of rank k, the set of all paths from m to n is of star height k. 
Now since the complete digraph on k nodes is strongly connected and can be 
easily shown to have rank k, it follows that for any pair of nodes m, n (not necessarily 
distinct) in it, the set of all paths from m to n has star height k. 
Thus the complete digraph on k nodes can be viewed as an incomplete automaton 
with k states recognizing an event of star height k over an alphabet of k z letters. 
Furthermore, by appropriate labelling of the branches of the complete digraph, one 
can reduce the number of alphabet letters to k without decreasing the star height 
of the corresponding event, and moreover, the resulting automaton will be a pure- 
group automaton 6 [4]. This is shown in the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.2. For every integer k there exists a pure-group automaton with k 
states recognizing an event of star height k over the k-letter alphabet. 
Proof. Let ~/k = (Q, M, q0, F) be an automaton over the alphabet A = {0, 1 ..... 
k -  1}, where Q = {qo, qx .... , qk-t}, F = (qo} and the transition function M is 
defined by: M(q i , j) = qi+~(modz) , for all i , j  = 0, 1 ..... k -- 1. Clearly ~/k is a pure- 
group automaton of rank k with a single final state, and Theorem 5.2 yields the result. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let D = (N, B) be a digraph and let N 1 , N 2 be two nonempty 
subsets Of N. Define P(N 1 , N2) to be the set of all paths in D with initial node in N x 
and terminal node in N 2 . Let D~2% denote the smallest subgraph of D containing 
all paths of P(N1,  N2). Thus D~IN, = D -- [N~], where N" consists of all nodes 
n' 9 N such that no path of P(N1, Nz) passes through n'. 
We now generalize the result of Corollary 6.1 to all events P(N t , Nz). 
LEMMA 6.1. Les D = (N, B) and let nx 9 N and ;~ ~ Nz C_ N. Then 
h(P(nl , X2) ) = r(D,,n,). 
Proof. As has been stated above, any digraph can be regarded as an incomplete 
state graph, in which the branch from node m to node n is labelled by b,~.. Now 
s A pure -group  automaton is any reset-free complete automaton. 
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consider the digraph D '= D,~Ns =-(N',  B') as an incomplete state graph with 
initial state n 1 and a set of final states N 2 . Clearly the event accepted by D' is 
P = P(nl ,  N~). Further, the accepted event A,(n) of any state n ~ N'  in D' equals 
one of the left quotients of P, and for every nonempty left quotient x \ P, x E (B')*, 
there exists n' ~N'  such that A~(n')--= x \P .  Thus let mx, m 2 ~N' ,  m 1 :/-m~. 
Then for i ---- 1, 2, all branches leaving m, are labelled by letters bm~n, n ~ N'. Thus 
two branches, one leaving m 1 and the other leaving m 2 cannot be labelled by the 
same letter and hence A,(ml) ~ Ae(m2) C_ {A}. This implies that the event P has the 
r.i.p. Let D' = DnxN, be the digraph obtained from D' by merging all nodes whose 
accepted events equal {A}. Apparently r(l~') = r(D') and /~' coincides with (~o(P); 
the result then follows from Theorem 5.l. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let D = (N, B) and let N1,  N 2 be two nonempty subsets of N. Then 
h(P(N1, N~)) -= max{h(P(n, N~)) ] 3n 1 ~ Nx , b,~x, ~ B}. 
Proof. We first claim that for any n 1 E N 1 , n ~ N, 
b.~. ~ p(N1, N.2) = l P(n'N2) '  bmn ~ B 
otherwise. 
This follows easily from the fact that for all n ~ N, there can be at most one branch 
(namely b~.)  leaving some node of N I and labelled by b~t ~ . Now by Theorem 4.1 
in [11], 
h(P(N~, N2) ) -= max{h(b.~.~ P(N~, N2) ) I nx E N1, b.1. ~ B} 
= max{h(P(n, N2) ) I nl ~ N1, b,~t~ B}. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let D -- (N, B) be a digraph. Then for any two nonempty subsets 
N1, N 2 of N, h(P(N1, Nz)) = r(DNt2v,). 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2: 
h(P(N1, N2)) = max{r(hntct) ] 3nl ~ Nx , bnxn ~ B}. 
Thus it remains to show that 
(*) r(DNtN ,) = max{r(Dnrr t 3nl E N1, b,~xn ~ B}. 
Obviously every graph DnN~ for which bnl" E B for some n t ~ N 1 must be contained 
in DN1N . Thus r(D~N~ ) ~ r(DNIN~ ) for all such graphs D.N ~ . Moreover, we claim 
that every section S of DN1Ns is contained in at least one such graph D,,~r l . To see 
this, let S be any section contained in DN1N,. By definition, there exists in D a path 
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p = b%,%bm,~3 "" b,~k_l, % with m 1 ~ N1, m k ~ N z and with at least one node mi, 
1 <~ i ~ k, in S. Without loss of generality we may assume i > 1; for if m 1 is the 
only node of p contained in S, we may concatenate p on the left by some nontrivial 
loop l from m~ to itself (which certainly exists since S is s.c.), thus obtaining another 
path lp from m I to m 2 satisfying the above requirement. Now the path bm~,% "'" b~_l,~  
must be contained in Dm2N2, and since one of its nodes belongs to the s.c. subgraph S, 
there exist in D paths from mz to m e touching any node of S. This implies that the 
whole section S must be contained in D,,~N ~ . But since bmg~2 E B and m I ~ N1,  
D%N ~ is one of the graphs appearing in (*); hence r(DNIN2 ) <.~ max{r(Dnu ) [ ~n I ~ N1,  
b%n ~ B} and the result follows. 
FIG. 5. The digraph D'. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let D' = (N, B) be the digraph shown in Fig. 5. Let N 1 ---- {A, C, G} 
t and N 2 = {I, H}. Then DNIN2 = D' and hence h(P(N1, N2) = r(D') = 3. Now con- 
sider N 1 = {A,I) ,  N 2 ~ {A, C}; then clearly D~IN, ---- D' --  [{D, E,F, G, H}] and 
h(P(NI ,  N2) ) = 1; in fact, P({A, I}, {A, C}) = (biA w A)(bAlbiA w bAcbc~b~A)*(A w bAc). 
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